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Abstract – The integrity of the data from clinical trials and of its use is an essential element of the scientific method, and of
the trust one can have in this method. There are many examples of fraud, and they recur regularly. The objective of this round
table was to work on the definition of fraud, on its recognition and prevention especially in the institutional system. Fraud
involves an active decision to cheat, and ranges from trying to hide incompetence to wholesale invention of data, patients
or studies. Its frequency is diﬃcult to evaluate but might be as high as 1% of all studies or publications. Fraud can involve
ethics (post-hoc IRB [institutional review board] approval, IRB requests not applied, lack of consent), or any of the steps
from realisation to interpretation of studies or trials. Identification of fraud is made harder by the usual risk for the whistleblowers, who must be protected. Seeking fraud is implicit in Good Clinical Practices (GCP) that all industry sponsors must
apply, but that are less often applied by institutional sponsors. It might be useful to install procedures to detect fraud in
studies, especially institutional. Various statistical methods can be used to identify unusual data patterns that could suggest
fraud. Once fraud is identified, its management is often not foreseen. Here again, clear procedures or recommendations
would be of help.

“On a rainy afternoon in June, Eric Poehlman stood before
a federal judge in the United States District Court in downtown
Burlington, Vt. His sentencing hearing had dragged on for more
than four hours, and Poehlman, dressed in a black suit, remained
silent while the lawyers argued over the appropriate sentence for
his transgressions. Now was his chance to speak. A year earlier,
in the same courthouse, Poehlman pleaded guilty to lying on a
federal grant application and admitted to fabricating more than a
decade’s worth of scientific data on obesity, menopause and aging, much of it while conducting clinical research as a tenured
faculty member at the University of Vermont. He presented fraudulent data in lectures and in published papers, and he used this
data to obtain millions of dollars in federal grants from the National Institutes of Health — a crime subject to as many as five
years in federal prison. Poehlman’s admission of guilt came after
more than five years during which he denied the charges against
him, lied under oath and tried to discredit his accusers. By the
time Poehlman came clean, his case had grown into one of the
most expansive cases of scientific fraud in U.S. history.” (from
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“An unwelcome discovery”, Jeneen Interlandi, New York Times,
22 October 2006).
A few years before, one of his technicians/students noticed
that data he had analysed some time before had changed, and that
initially negative results had become positive. He tried to understand what had happened and confronted his boss, who threatened
to sack him. He talked to a colleague, who advised him to document everything carefully. Then he saw the University administration. The investigation lasted 5 years, and showed consistent,
systematic and repeated fraud, that threw down all the research on
menopause and obesity, a dozen papers in the best journals. It appeared that the fraud had been initiated to change results that did
not confirm the original hypothesis of which the investigator was
convinced, and which was biologically plausible. Unusually, the
whistleblower was not fired, but his lab was closed and he became
jobless anyhow. Eric Poehlmann is in prison.
In this exemplary case like in many others (rarely as big), it’s
an assistant or a colleague who questions results, and discovers the
fraud. Beyond the opprobrium on the fraudulent researcher, and
the common destruction of the whistle-blower’s career,[1] fraud
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causes prejudice to others whether they are in the same team,
or use the fraudulent results. Fraud can also cause distant damage, because when fraudulent programs are financed others that
might have been aren’t. In addition, other preclinical or clinical
research leads can be abandoned for lack of financing or because
they go against the fraudulent results. Finally fraud discredits honest research.[2]
Fraud in research is as old as research itself, and has been
the object of many books.[3–5] Fraud can taint industrial[6] as well
as academic research.[7, 8] Each day bring its lot of examples of
fraud, published in the general press, and each new case damages
all persons involved and research itself.[9]
Fraud, and the ways of identifying and treating it are the subject of this round table, justified by these recent examples of scientific fraud.

1. Definitions and context
Fraud is an act of bad faith, done in contradiction with law or
regulations, and to the detriment of others. it is intentional, which
excludes incompetence, which isn’t.
The magnitude of the problem is diﬃcult to assess for lack of
precise data. Visible or publicly known fraud represent about 1%
of all research or publications.[10] About 50% of the cases of suspect fraud are confirmed.[11] A constant feature is the risk taken
by the whistleblower, which brings us to our first recommendation: protect the whistleblower: (i) the initial constatation must be
factual and documented; (ii) reporting of suspect fraud should be
made mandatory through regulation.
The round table did not consider conflicts of interest or
study protocols that are voluntarily developed to produce biased
results.[12]

2. Ethics fraud
These are faked or post-hoc IRB opinions, faked consent
forms or signatures, changes required by ethics committees that
are presented as done when in fact they haven’t...
Two main categories of ethics fraud have been identified.
(a) Post-hoc or falsified ethics committees advice. This concerns mainly observational studies that in France do not require
committee for the protection of persons (CPP) approval. Journals
usually require Institutional review board approval, which authors
interpret as requiring CPP approval. Though it is fraud stricto
sensu, there is no lack of consent or hidden risk for the patients.
The recommendation is to obtain recognition by journal editors of the other independent review boards that assess noninterventional research that does not requires CPP approval: the
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Scientific Committees that decide to finance the research, the National data protection committee, the national professional committee that ensures investigator ethics, . . . since all these committees are independent from the investigator.
(b) Cases where eﬀectively the CPP’s recommendations and
requirement have not been followed, or patients did not provide
consent. There is a direct fault concerning ethics, consent or patient protection.
What should be done in the case of a breach of ethics?
• inform other investigators and the sponsor in multicentre studies;
• inform other CPP if the CPP of the investigator’s region are
not the that of the main investigator. The fraudulent investigator might be involved in other studies that would then require
scrutiny for possible fraud.
What should be done with the fraudulent data? When they are
scientifically valid, should they be systematically rejected?
Two situations were identified resulting in a recommendation:
• if the non-ethical data can be clearly circumscribed, the analysis should be done with and without the non-ethical data, and
the results compared;
• if these data cannot be isolated, should the study as a whole
be discarded, or used (with controlled access) while mentioning their non-ethical nature, especially when the study cannot
be repeated and the results can have important public health
consequences (AIDS for instance);
• in all cases, initiate legal procedure against the persons responsible for the study and the ethical breaches.

3. Fraud in the data and results of clinical trials
These can be divided into fraud concerning data acquisition
and fraud in their analysis (especially statistical).
Identification and management of data fraud is usually the domain of GCP monitoring of clinical trials, and usually the fraudulent data are removed from the study analysis.
A second type of fraud is statistical fraud, and especially statistical analysis that is orientated for specific results. It may also
happen that for various reasons interim analyses may give diﬀerent results from final analysis. This may be queried and require
validation. It is therefore necessary to be able to reproduce the
diﬀerent statistical stages that produced the diﬀerent results.
Recommendation:
• have a formal statistical analysis that is dated, traceable with
dates of amendments;
• archive a copy of the database at the time of each interim analysis, so it can be reproduced if need be.
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4. Detection of fraud
A study has many actors, and controls need to be developed
along the whole production process, from conception to publication. The sponsor/CRO [contract research organisation], quality
control by study monitors, audit, regulatory authorities, including inspection services, the investigators and collaborators, statisticians, journals, referees, co-authors, readers.[13] Each of these
may be involved in detection of fraud, as shown in the past.
If looking for fraud or misconduct is part of the daily activity
of industrial sponsors, and of the regulatory authorities that inspect and review studies submitted for registration of new drugs,
This is less often the case for studies with institutional sponsorship, whose sponsor is the hospital or other scientific organisations. The institutional sponsor has often not measured the existence of the problem or doesn’t have the means to confront it
(figure 1), especially if the suspect investigator is an opinion or
community leader. These spurious studies may result in publications in high-level journals which may disrupt the scientific fields
concerned.
Typically identification of fraud is done through monitoring and audit. It could also be achieved through statistical analysis, especially of between-centre discrepancies in multicentre
trials.[13, 14] In certain cases (electronic case report forms [CRF],
eCRF or iCRF), changes in data entries suggest fraud: an audit
trail of all entries should be kept.
Academic or institutional research is often ignorant of advanced fraud detection methods.
Recommendations:
adequation of means and methods to the risk of fraud:
•
•
•
•

targeted monitoring;
intercentre coherence indicators (multicentre studies);
electronic CRF audit trails;
development of a guide to fraud detection.

5. Signal processing investigation
and demonstration of fraud
Once the fraud is suspected, it must be investigated to demonstrate its reality or on the opposite discard the suspicion : an unresolved suspicion remains a potential blemish. The investigation
should not unnecessarily put the suspect’s reputation at risk, without excessively protecting of a guilty investigator. There is little
experience of these processes. It is not easy for an institution to
investigate its own members, and the risk of conflicts of interest
are great. It would be useful for there to be standardised procedures describing the processing of a signal of suspect or demonstrated fraud, and to manage the process in the most objective way
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possible so that suspects are guaranteed presumption of innocence
during the investigation. At best there could be an independent investigative entity that could do these investigations at the request
of the institution.
Recommendation:
• institute a National Bureau for Research Integrity, that could
be assist research institutions in the prevention of fraud and in
the processing of a signal of possible fraud.

6. Management of fraud
Once fraud is very suspect or demonstrated, what should be
done with the fraudulent researcher? Should the case be treated by
the university, the hospital, the Drug Agency, Justice, professional
Orders, IRBs, Industry? Or all, and in what order?
When fraud is demonstrated the need for and level of intervention (professional or judiciary) is not always clearly apprehended by the institution which often hesitates between the wish
of using the example for prevention and the fear of scandal. Some
industrials may prefer simply to exclude the investigator from further contracts. In a more general manner, as above, it would be
best that a clear judiciary decision on the reality or not of the fraud
be made. Again there is a need for clear instructions on the shared
management of this risk.
Recommendation:
• common and public procedures to manage proven fraud;
• this also relates to point 1 requiring mandatory administrative
reporting of suspect fraud.

7. Prevention of fraud
7.1. The personal medical file
The personal shared medical file, and the national health insurance records could register and document patient participation
in a trial, and the nature and dates of the various visits and procedures. Beyond safety aspects, preventing simultaneous participation in several trials, this will also document patient participation
in the trial. Recording of visits and procedures will ensure the reality of the trial activities and compliance, to detect possible discrepancies with the case report forms or reported visit dates and
content. This will also enable the recording of this research activity in the investigator’s or other health professional’s activity log.
This could only be done with the patient’s explicit approval.
Recommendation:
• include trial data in the Shared Personal Medical File.
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Fig. 1. Results of a survey of French Public University Hospitals concerning fraud. Questions on the left, answers in bold. 23 of 31 hospitals answered.

7.2. Training of trial personnel
A share of fraud come from lack of training of investigators
and others involved in research, who after a methodological or
technical error might be tempted to turn to fraud to mask or compensate for this error.[15, 16] All eﬀorts must be done to improve
quality through training.[17] Training will also increase sensitivity
to fraud and its detection by co-investigators, or by critical reading. . .
This training exists, but is it used?
A minimal common core training curriculum should be defined, including specific training of future investigators, as an integral part of basic training, along with training in critical reading, and specific and adapted complementary training courses :
(i) specialized training Masters, National CRA [clinical research
assistant] and Investigator diplomas; (ii) continuing education validated by evaluation of professional practices.
This training should concern all persons involved in clinical
trials, and not only the main investigator, each at his/her own level,
for the investigator team (study nurses, CRA, technicians, pharmacists, . . . ) and for the sponsor group. Typically these should be
harmonized within and between regions.
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Recommendation:
• definition of a core curriculum for all actors of clinical research, for initial and continued education;
• training not only of main investigators, but of the whole research team;
• use of simulated cases as a training instrument.

8. Legal aspects
In general, the legal resources to prosecute the authors of
fraud in France can rely on administrative (civil) law or penal law
(penal code, public health code, professional deontology codes).
Public Health law has specific indications for this situation (lack
of consent for instance), whereas penal law is non-specific: the
actions can come under the chapter on fraud or use of false documents, swindling for the main culprit, aiding and abetting after
the fact for those who knew but did not report.
Sanctions are prison time, fines, striking from the rolls of
authorized practitioners, that range from for instance 5 years
in prison and a 375 000 e fine for fraud to 3 years in prison and
Thérapie 2007 Mai-Juin; 62 (3)
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Fig. 2. Answers to a survey of journal editors, of whom about a dozen answered including very high level journals, and more modest speciality journals. Journal
names are not given because most responses were in confidence.

45 000 e for lack of patient consent. The same fault can be prosecuted in diﬀerent ways, and a careful legal opportunity analysis
can help define the best strategy.
Whatever the legal recourse used, the judgment must be made
public:[18] a temporarily disbarred physician could decide to “sail
around the world” and thereby mask the judgment and sentence.
Recommendation:
• publicity of judgment, publication on oﬃcial sites of the sentences.

9. Publication fraud
Finally, the main causes of fraud are lucrative (fraud in
industry-sponsored trials), search for glory (academic research),
both being non-exclusive. Academic (and industrial) research will
often result in a publication, and it is the desire to improve the
probability of a paper being accepted in a better journal that will
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often be the initial motive of the fraud. The fraud may therefore
have, through the publication of fraudulent results an impact on
the whole research environment, which could rely on the faked
results to develop ulterior actions or strategies especially in public
health.
Publication therefore has a double importance in fraud : as a
place where fraud can be detected, and as a victim of fraudulent
activities. It is important to ensure that once fraud is detected, all
publications involving the same investigator be carefully analysed
for possible fraud, and that readers be warned of the fraudulent
results. A quick survey was done of journals, either general with
professional editorial teams, or more specialized with unpaid editors, as to their organisation to detect and treat fraud. No clear
diﬀerence was found between these two types of journals (figure 2). There does not seem to be any clear systematic process
to detect fraud, which could concern at least 1-3 % of all scientific publications:[11] this may seem a small proportion, but since
almost 9 million publications were recorded in Medline in 2006,
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as many as 300 000 could be fraudulent. Detection of fraud is
usually left to the sagacity of the referees or readers.
These are mostly duplicated publications or plagiarism.
There is no systematic retractation, i.e. later mentions indication
that the publication is fraudulent.
Recommendation:
• install procedures to help referees and editors identify fraud :
access to initial research protocol, raw data, . . . if there is a
suspicion (with protection of confidentiality);
• once fraud is confirmed, retractation of the paper and/or clear
identification of paper as fraudulent in databases.
The recent publication of Best Practice Guidelines on publication ethics is freely available.[19]

10. Identification of fraud through registries
Clinical trials registries with as objective transparency of information, visibility of the adequation of methods and results can
limit fraud related to masking or distortion of results. Some already exist,[20, 21] others are in preparation : European Eudrapharm
registry, French national registry.
Recommendation:
• facilitated procedure to exchange information between registries, for multi-registry searches.

11. Conclusion
In conclusion, fraud is a problem that is certainly underestimated and insuﬃciently treated through lack of adapted prevention, vigilance and exploitation. It can involve all types of studies from their inception to realization to analysis, interpretation
or publication. The point that emerged most often was a strong
desire to have public procedures to help institutional and private
sponsors to detect, manage and prevent fraud. This will be the final common recommendation of this round table.
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